THE KIDS MENU
2.50

Bottomless Drinks
Soft Drinks
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selection of coca-cola
products, milk, apple or
orange juice

Super Shirley Temple

5.00

Our twist on the classic kids’ kocktail! We
mix sprite and grenadine in a mason jar
and serve it with like 9000 cherries and a
big straw.

Radical Roy Rogers

5.00

It’s just like a Shirley Temple, but with
Coke! We fill a mason jar with Coke (or
Diet Coke) and pour in a bunch of
grenadine. Then we’ll add like 4 million
cherries and a cool straw.

Sunrise at the Castle

This pretty drink is sure to quench your
thirst. Lemonade and orange juice sit on
top of a layer of grenadine to look like a
beautiful sunrise. It comes with an orange
slice… you know, to make it healthy.

Love Me "Chicken"
Tenders

These tenders are Elvis
Approved! They're "Always on
[your] mind." We know you "Can't
Help Falling in Love" with this kids
klassic! So order them because
"It's Now or Never!" Comes with
our special fries and whatever
you want to dip them in!

8.

burger for the win!

8.

What's better than a burger
with fries? Well, nothing! You
can add, ketchup, mustard,
mayo, pickles, lettuce or
tomato.

10.

Fish sticks

Grilled Cheese Dippers

6.

Ice Cream and Cake… Fries and
Ketchup… School and Recess…
some things are just meant to
be together. We take our super
cheesy grilled cheese, cut off
the crusts, cut it into dippable
sticks and serve it with warm,
creamy tomato soup! You won’t
need your fork for this one!

9.

Jar of Dirt

We just go out back and
dig it up! Just kidding!
You’ll get your own jar
of milk chocolate mousse
with oreo crumbles,
chocolate sauce, and
even some worms! It’s
the tastiest dirt you’ll
ever eat!... But you really
shouldn't be eating dirt…
just saying.
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Do fish have stick fingers? Well,
no but these are kind of like
that. We make this special just
for you

DRAW YOUR OWN COMIC

